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Abstract
Wind turbine blades are exposed to numerous impact risks throughout their lifetimes. The impact risks range
from bird collisions during operation to impacts with surrounding structures at the time of transportation and
installation. Impact loads on the fibre composite blades can induce several complex, simultaneously interacting and
visually undetectable damage modes and have a high potential to reduce the local and global blade sti↵ness. An
assessment of such impact-induced damages is therefore necessary and usually involves high computational costs
using numerical procedures, especially when analysing large composite components. To minimise this computational
expense, di↵erent numerical impact modelling techniques are utilised, primarily shell-element-based approaches and
multiscale-modelling-based global-local approaches. In this article, a comparison between (1) pure shell, (2) shell-
to-solid coupling, and (3) submodelling finite element modelling techniques using Abaqus/Explicit is presented for a
case where an impactor hits the leading edge of a blade. A high-fidelity local solid finite element model is developed
for the leading edge of a DTU 10 MW blade at the region of impact and its sti↵ness is compared with baseline. A user
material subroutine VUMAT for the intralaminar damage mode based on the Hashin failure criterion is formulated
and then validated via an experiment from the literature. Finally, based on di↵erent numerical modelling techniques,
impact investigations are performed, and the impact responses, damage to the blade and computational analysis
durations are compared. It is found that the submodelling-based global-local approach is the most e cient analysis
technique for this case, capturing failure modes including delamination, core crushing and local surface indentation
in the blade. The findings of this study can be used to develop accurate and computationally e cient tools for
modelling impact-induced damage to a blade.
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1. Introduction
Wind energy is one of the most prominent and sustainable renewable resources, both in onshore and o↵shore1
environments [1, 2]. In the past decade, the total global cumulative installed capacity of wind turbines has grown2
from 94 GW to 540 GW [3]. It is predicted that by 2030, wind energy will contribute to 29.6% of the entire EU’s3
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Figure 1: Material characteristics of a wind turbine blade
electricity demand [4] and will become the largest renewable energy source in Europe, exceeding the hydropower4
sector. The increased demand has led to an accelerated growth in the rated capacity of turbines, including rapid5
upscaling of the size of wind turbine blades. For example, the recently announced Heliade X-12 MW class of o↵shore6
turbines from General Electric (GE) will have a rotor diameter of more than 220 m with a blade length exceeding7
100 m [5]. The upscaling of the blade length increases the energy output per unit of rotor swept area and is an8
economical choice, from a profitability perspective, of the wind industry. However, as the size increases, the loads9
on the blade also increase. This presents significant challenges and concerns regarding its life cycle, including the10
design, manufacturing, and installation phases.11
A wind turbine blade design is a compromise between aerodynamic e ciency and structural strength require-12
ments [6, 7]. This necessitates the application of composite laminates and sandwich sections (Fig. 1) in the blade13
owing to these materials’ high merit index [8], thus imparting it with a high strength-to-weight ratio. Composite14
laminates encompass several composite plies, with each ply consisting of continuous fibres embedded in synthetic15
polymeric resins, and exhibit excellent in-plane structural performance in the fibre direction [9]. Similarly, a sand-16
wich section is also a tailored arrangement of plies, though they are separated by a low-density thick core material17
(Fig. 1) and are provided in suitable sections of a blade to increase its bending sti↵ness and buckling resistance [8].18
This tailored application and stacking of composite and sandwich sections in a blade satisfies its design strength19
requirements, taking into consideration the combination of aerodynamic, inertial, gyroscopic, and gravitational20
loads experienced during its service life [10].21
Nonetheless, in addition to these operational loads, wind turbine blades are also exposed to numerous impact22
risks and loads arising from transverse impact forces applied by foreign objects [11]. These involve events ranging23
from frequently reported bird and hail collision strikes during operation to impacts with surrounding structures24
during transportation and installation [9]. One of the main concerns and restraints is the poor properties of the25








Figure 2: Delamination and face-core debonding
poor properties makes the blades highly vulnerable to transverse impact loads [11]. The shock waves arising due27
to such impact in a composite, unlike in metallic structures, cause many interacting and complex damage modes,28
which cannot always be visually inspected but can still grow under the action of normal operational loads [13].29
Typical damage modes in a sandwich composite due to impact include the superposition of di↵erent intralaminar30
modes, e.g., matrix cracking and fibre failure, in the ply and core crushing as well as interlaminar damage modes31
such as delamination of the plies and face-core debonding [8]. Among all these damage modes, delamination (Fig.32
2), where a composite laminate exhibits poor or no bonding between adjacent plies [14], is considered as one of33
the most critical failure modes. For example, in [14], it was found that delamination that developed closer to34
the laminate surface at the suction side of the blade could induce local sublaminate buckling, causing significant35
local strength and sti↵ness reductions. This could even lead to structural collapse of the blade because of high36
compressive loads that developed in these regions during its service life, with these delamination cracks susceptible37
to growth. Therefore, owing to the limitations of these materials in resisting impact loads and the associated38
high consequences, wind turbine blade design standards recognize impact loads as one of the major elements to be39
considered while designing wind turbine blades.40
The design guidelines from DNV-GL [15] suggest that any impact load exerted on a blade should induce visible41
damages if it is critical for the strength of the blade. Otherwise, it recommends that the blade must be designed42
for maximum impact loads expected to occur during the service life. The guideline also gives special consideration43
to impact damages occurring in the blade during temporary phases like packaging, transportation and assembly44
procedures. Current industrial practice, due to lack of tools for estimating impact loads for di↵erent impact45
scenarios, utilizes high safety factors in the design calculations [8]. This approach is conservative and imposes a46
major disadvantage, requiring the local thickness at a section of the blade to be increased, with design strains kept47
low [16]. Better prediction methods and measurement systems that can reduce the high safety factors as well as48
the blade mass significantly are therefore required.49
With the above in view, more advanced design techniques such as that based on damage tolerance conception50
[17, 18] are becoming more prevalent for designing wind turbine blades. Under this design approach, despite51
consideration of the high safety factors, a wind turbine blade is designed with pre-existing damage arising due to52
impact or manufacturing defects. It is then verified that the residual strength of the blade due to these defects53
is adequate and that a blade with pre-existing damage still meets the design strength requirements and will last54
through its design lifetime. However, to employ this design approach, estimation of the impact loads and nature55
and the extent of damage to a blade under di↵erent impact scenarios is required.56
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There are several approaches to tackling this problem, including experimental, analytical and numerical proce-57
dures. The experimental methods are costly, time consuming and not a feasible option, particularly in the design58
stage, where large combinations of scenarios and loading conditions exist [8]. Analytical approaches are often lim-59
ited in their applications to complex structures and impact loads because they are usually only valid for simplified60
structures and ideal load assumptions. In comparison to these, numerical finite element methods (FEMs) and61
techniques provide more convenient, e cient and practical solutions to complex problems and is thus the focus62
of the paper. In this article, three di↵erent numerical modelling techniques, i.e., (1) pure shell, (2) shell-to-solid63
coupling, and (3) submodelling methods, for the impact investigation of a wind turbine blade are compared for a64
case where an impactor hits the leading edge. The remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the65
problem statement, including a brief literature review on di↵erent techniques used in the study. Section 3 explains66
the analysis procedure. The materials and modelling methods are then introduced in sections 4 and 5. Section 667
presents the results and compares di↵erent modelling techniques. Finally, section 7 concludes the paper.68
2. Problem statement and literature review69
The impact modelling of a wind turbine blade or any composite structure in general can be categorised at70
two levels of structural detailing: an impact investigation at a representative coupon scale and an investigation of71
a full-scale composite structure (Fig. 3). The coupon scale refers to accurately defined standardized testing and72
modelling techniques established for laminates with simplified boundary conditions (e.g., ASTM-D7136 [19], Boeing73
BSS-7260 [20]). The full-scale composite structure, on the other hand, refers to a realistic structure, e.g., a wind74
turbine blade. These structures generally have complex boundary conditions with varying layup at di↵erent sections75
and have large inertia and flexibility associated with them. As a result, compared to the coupon representation,76
these structures store more energy elastically during impact, with less energy being dissipated as damage. Similarly,77
a wind turbine blade spans several metres from root to tip and has internal structural components consisting of78
caps and webs, which provide large flexibility during an impact (Fig. 3). It was found in [11] that 7-20% of the79
overall impact energy was absorbed as damage when a wind turbine blade collided with a tower during an o↵shore80
installation. Most of the energy, owing to high flexibility, dissipates as rigid body motion and rotation of the blade81
post-impact. Similar studies in the aerospace sector over the years [16, 21] also suggest that the results at the82
coupon scale are a poor indicator of the performance of a realistic structure under impact. Therefore, to simulate83
the impact response accurately, it is essential to consider the inertia, flexibility and complete elastic response of a84
composite structure. Numerical models are thus required to investigate the impact response in realistic structures85
at full scale.86
In the literature [22, 23, 24, 25], most of the impact modelling techniques at the coupon scale are based on pure87
solid elements involving the discretisation of plies throughout the coupon length, with brick elements and their88
interfaces defined by cohesive formulations. However, this requires a adequate number of elements through-the-89
thickness (at least one element for each ply) [26]. This high level of discretisation makes the analysis computationally90
expensive. Lopes et al. [27] investigated the low-velocity impact of a falling object on a 24-ply flat rectangular91
laminate coupon with dimensions measuring 150 mm X 100 mm; the overall analysis time required more than 4 days92
on a cluster of 32 CPU workstations. This computational expense is not practical and a↵ordable for wind turbine93
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Figure 3: Di↵erent scale of impact investigation on a composite structure
blades, as they have large dimensions of over several metres with complex shapes and large contact areas with many94
plies, interfaces and thus many degrees of freedom. Hence, similar modelling methods in which an entire structure95
is discretised with solid elements is not an attractive option, especially for industrial use. Alternatively, there are96
other modelling techniques available that can be utilised. These primarily include pure-shell-element-based and97
multiscale-modelling-based global-local approaches. The present study compares the (1) pure shell, (2) shell-to-98
solid coupling, and (3) submodelling-based finite element modelling techniques for a case where an impactor hits99
the leading edge of a blade. A brief description of these techniques and their application in the published literature100
is given below.101
The (1) pure-shell-element-based approach, owing to modelling and computational advantages, is one of the102
most simplified techniques for the impact modelling of a composite structure. Here, the structure is discretised by103
defining the geometry based on a reference shell surface (Fig. 4). The di↵erent plies through the thickness of the104
laminate are defined as a section property with integration points and specific material orientations. Since, the105
transverse shear sti↵ness of a composite is an important parameter to consider for its modelling, the shell elements,106
based on first-order transverse shear flexible theory, are employed [28, 29]. Although the theory assumes that the107
transverse shear strain through the thickness is constant, it is still possible to estimate interlaminar shear stresses108
through the thickness based on shear correction factors. This is employed for several thick shell elements (e.g., S4R109
elements) in Abaqus [30], where these stresses are derived as a post-processing output variable. Nachatne et al.110
[31] investigated a horizontal-axis tidal turbine under impact loads, where the GRP panels were discretised using111
thick S4R shell elements. The 2D Hashin failure initiation criterion [32, 33] was utilized to model intralaminar112
damage while considering the panel flexibility. Verma et al. [11] and Nanami et al. [34] also applied this approach113
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Figure 4: Fundamental principle behind di↵erent modelling techniques
to investigate scenarios where the leading edge of a wind turbine blade collides with a tower and is hit by a bird,114
respectively. The major disadvantage of this method is the inability of these elements to progressively model the115
separation of adjacent plies i.e. delamination occurring in a composite laminate [35]. Furthermore, this method116
cannot e ciently capture surface gouging e↵ects [36] on the impact surface, as the elements of the model are117
removed only if all the plies (integration points) through the thickness satisfy the damage status.118
On the other hand, there are also multiscale modelling approaches based on global-local methods that can be119
utilised for impact modelling of a composite structure. In these methods, refined meshing techniques with high-120
fidelity damage models are applied to regions of the structure (local domain), requiring detailed investigations. In121
contrast, the regions mainly contributing to the inertia (global domain) can be modelled with coarser meshes in122
finite element modelling. There are two widely utilized global-local methods, commonly known in Abaqus as the123
(2) shell-to-solid coupling method and (3) submodelling method.124
The (2) shell-to-solid coupling or two-way transference tight coupling method [26, 37, 38] is a surface-based125
kinematic coupling constraint technique that enables the modelling of a structure using shell and solid elements126
within a given finite element model (Fig. 4). Here, the displacement and rotational degrees of freedom of the shell127
elements (global model) at the interface are coupled with displacement degrees of freedom of the solid elements (local128
model) [30]. This is achieved by creating internal sets of distributed coupling constraints between the reference nodes129
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on the shell edge and the coupling nodes at the solid surface. In this way, the forces and moments are distributed130
in a self-balancing manner from the reference node to the coupling nodes. The algorithm that Abaqus utilises to131
compute the internal coupling constraints with position tolerances, as well as its associated weighted averages, can132
be found in [30]. Haselbach et al. [14] used this feature to study the ultimate strength of a blade due to delamination133
developed on the suction side of a wind turbine blade. The local region at the suction side, measuring 1.4 m X134
0.725 m, was modelled using C3D8R brick elements, with delaminated layers modelled using cohesive elements.135
The region was then coupled with the remaining blade, modelled using shell elements. Verma et al. [2] investigated136
the impact of a wind turbine blade root with the hub, with the T-bolt connection at the blade root being developed137
separately and modelled with solid elements. This was then coupled with other regions of the blade (modelled138
with shell elements) using the shell-to-solid coupling feature. Sun et al. [25] investigated the e↵ects of the size and139
complexity of composite structures on impact behaviour, where the shell-to-solid coupling feature was validated140
via an experiment on a large-scale sti↵ened panel. The method showed good correlation with the experiment and141
demonstrated a high computational e ciency. The main advantage of this method is its intuitiveness, enabling142
the structure to have di↵erent fidelity levels in the same finite element model and thus requiring only one set of143
analysis. However, the major concern regarding this technique is the sensitivity of the elements at the transition144
zone between shell and solid meshes due to non-physical responses, which can lead to distortion [39]. This requires a145
careful modelling with a sensitivity-based selection of element sizes present in these regions to avoid any unrealistic146
stress concentrations. Another main disadvantage is that the local regions in structures, which are critical to get147
damaged, should be known a priori, as the high-fidelity local finite element models are embedded in the global148
model from the start of the analysis and exchange solutions together [26, 37, 38, 40].149
The (3) submodelling or one-way transference loose coupling method enables the local part from a large structure150
to be extracted as a spatially separate model (Fig. 4); these local models are defined by a high-fidelity refined mesh151
and advanced material models and are separately analysed by transferring boundary conditions loosely from a152
global analysis. This technique is based on St. Venant’s principle, which expresses that the result in the localized153
region (i.e. the submodel) is not a↵ected by far field e↵ects provided the end loads are statically similar. The154
link, which maintains this equivalency, is the displacement field that is obtained at the boundaries of a large155
structure from global analysis (Analysis-1) and is transferred to its local submodel’s boundaries during submodel156
analysis (Analysis-2). The large structure is generally discretised with a coarser mesh (e.g., shell elements), on157
which the global analysis (Analysis-I) is performed. Shah et al. [41] developed an approach, where submodelling158
based technique was used to predict failure modes in a wind turbine blade at global scale and sensitive zones,159
under extreme loading conditions, were identified at local scale. A detailed list of sub-modelling strategies were160
presented, and results demonstrated good e ciency and were in close agreement with the experiments. Nie et al.161
[39] used this method to develop advanced models for investigating impact-induced damages in triaxially braided162
composites. Di↵erent levels of submodels were developed, and their displacement field equivalencies were compared163
with those of the global model. Furthermore, the numerical results and damages were verified via experiments,164
which demonstrated good correlation. The main advantage of the submodelling method is that di↵erent levels165
of detailed submodels for complex structural shapes can be studied independently. The method further helps to166
decide the size and location of a local submodel based on the results of a global analysis. One of the major issues167
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regarding this method is the accuracy in transferring the results from one analysis to another. This requires the168
submodel boundaries to be chosen far away from the locale where substantial variations of the responses occur in169
the global structure. Thus, displacement field equivalency at the global and submodel boundaries is one of the most170
important checks to confirm that the boundary conditions from the global analysis are correctly mapped onto the171
boundaries of the local submodel. Furthermore, the method allows only one-way information exchange between172
di↵erent models (global to local). Note that a two-way transference procedure was proposed by [37, 38], where173
information can be exchanged both ways.174
3. Numerical analysis procedure175
The discussions regarding the (1) pure shell, (2) shell-to-solid coupling, and (3) submodelling techniques suggest176
varying levels of accuracy for impact investigation, requiring di↵erent computational expenses, and therefore must177
be investigated. In this article, an attempt is made to compare these techniques to investigate a case where an178
impactor hits the leading edge of a wind turbine blade. This scenario corresponds to the case during o↵shore blade179
installation, where the leading edge is explicitly prone to impact/contact risks with surrounding structures and180
therefore is the main interest of the study [11]. Note that there are three facets for the impact investigation [42] of181
any composite structure in general: impact response study (considering the force, deflection and energy absorption),182
impact resistance study (considering the damages developed), and damage tolerance study (considering the residual183
strength post-impact). However, in this paper, the focus of the comparison of di↵erent modelling techniques for184
the impact investigation of a wind turbine blade is placed on the first two facets, i.e., impact response and impact185
resistance, along with the computational time required for each technique.186
Figure 5: Numerical analysis procedure considered in the paper
Fig. 5 presents the analysis procedure considered in this work for comparing di↵erent modelling techniques187
for the impact investigation of a wind turbine blade. We utilise the DTU 10 MW reference wind turbine blade188
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as the base model, which is 86.4 m long and has its internal and external geometry completely discretised using189
shell elements. As a result, the (1) shell-element-based impact modelling technique is relatively straightforward.190
However, for the (2) shell-to-solid coupling and (3) submodelling methods, there are a few sets of modelling features191
that need to be developed as a prerequisite, which are discussed below (labelled as ‘A’ and ‘B’; see the red dotted192
box in Fig. 5).193
A. The first modelling feature is the development of a high-fidelity local solid part at the leading edge of the194
DTU 10 MW blade, with individual layers of plies and a core discretised using brick elements, at the region of195
impact. This local part will be utilized as the ‘solid’ finite element model for the leading edge while analysing the196
(2) shell-to-solid coupling and (3) submodelling techniques. Furthermore, the global (A1) and local (A2) sti↵ness197
characteristics of the modified blade are compared with those of the original DTU blade to validate the ‘model198
equivalency’. In this article, the modelling technique for the development of the local solid part at the leading edge199
as well as the results confirming the model equivalency are also presented.200
B. The next feature is the implementation of the Hashin 3D-failure initiation criterion for progressive damage201
modelling of the intralaminar failure modes in the composite laminates for the (2) shell-to-solid coupling and (3)202
submodelling techniques. For shell elements, the 2D Hashin criterion is already a built-in feature in Abaqus.203
However, for solid elements, a user-defined VUMAT subroutine is formulated in Fortran and is implemented in204
Abaqus. In this article, the validation of the subroutine accuracy via an experiment involving a coupon impact test205
taken from the published literature (B1) is also presented. Once these prerequisite parameters (A, B) are established206
and the results for A1, A2, and B1 (Fig. 5) are validated, impact investigations of a wind turbine blade based on207
these di↵erent modelling techniques are performed. The next section presents the modelling method for each step208
mentioned in the analysis procedure, each of which is presented according to the order in which it is discussed.209
4. Modelling method210
For the numerical study, we utilised the DTU 10 MW reference blade [43] as the basis for comparing di↵erent211
techniques in an impact investigation. The blade, described in [43], is made from glass fibre reinforced plastic212
(GFRP) laminates, with balsa as the sandwich core material. Its structural design is build upon a typical approach,213
with an internal load-carrying structure consisting of two caps and two shear webs. Furthermore, for the purpose214
of defining the material layup, the blade is partitioned radially into 100 cross-sections (numbered from SEC-1 to215
SEC-100), and each section is further separated into 11 distinct regions along its circumference. The layup is216
characterised by smearing properties and has a stacking plan in terms of multidirectional plies. The entire blade is217
discretised originally with shell elements having reference shell surface along the outer surface of the blade (node218
o↵set = -0.5), which corresponds to its aerodynamic profile. This was done to account for the continuously changing219
thickness of the layup [14]. Also, the blade has no explicit adhesive connection defined in any region, except for220
some regions at the trailing edge. Note that the leading edge of the blade, which is the region of interest in this221
study, is designed as a sandwich section and is fused with balsa.222
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A. Local solid part at the leading edge223
The region of the leading edge (highlighted in red in Fig. 6) chosen for the local solid part, where the impact224
is considered, corresponds to section no. 42, 43 and 44 of the DTU 10 MW blade and represents the region of the225
DTU 10 MW blade spanning between 38.2 m to 40.8 m relative to the radial position of the blade root.226
Figure 6: Region of the leading edge considered for local solid part with parent and modified layup
To develop the local solid part, the first crucial piece of information is the composite layup, with the stacking227
sequence of the laminate defined in terms of the individual plies. This information will determine the thickness,228
number of layers, cohesive interfaces and material orientation of brick elements in the local solid part. The layup229
in this region for the DTU 10 MW blade is, however, initially defined by multidirectional plies, and the stacking230
sequence has the form [Triaxial/Uniaxial/Balsa]s (Fig. 6). According to [23], a triaxial ply can be approximated231
to the equivalent properties of individual plies oriented in [+45/-45/0] with 35%, 35% and 30% contributions,232
respectively, whereas uniaxial plies can be approximated to the equivalent properties of individual plies oriented in233
[0/90] layers with 95% and 5% contributions, respectively. These multidirectional plies correspond to the smearing234
properties and cannot be explicitly utilised for progressive damage modelling, as they would be unable to predict235
the impact response of individual plies subjected to impact. Fig. 6 presents the layup derived at the chosen236
region of the leading edge (SEC-41, SEC-42, SEC-43) in the form of the individual-ply-based stacking sequence:237
[+45/-45/02/Balsa]s. This layup was obtained via an iterative procedure, which transforms a multidirectional-based238
stacking sequence back into its individual plies while keeping the parent parameters, e.g., mass of the blade, COG239
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of the blade and thickness of the section, consistent. The details and validation of this iterative procedure have240
already been presented in a previous work [11] and can be referred to for more information.241
Based on the derived stacking sequence presented in Fig. 6, a local solid part at the leading edge with dimensions242
of 2.6 m X 0.96 m and a thickness of 34.6 mm was developed by using the mesh o↵set option in Abaqus (Fig.243
7). Several layers of solid C3D8R brick elements corresponding to GFRP top and bottom laminate face sheets244
and the balsa core were generated on the parent shell surface. Furthermore, the local solid part was divided into245
two separate regions – a central inner mesh (I) and an outer transition mesh (II), which were tied together using246
tie constraints (Fig. 7). The element size in the transition region was kept relatively coarse (with a 2:1 ratio)247
compared to the element size in the inner mesh region. This was done to account for computational e ciency as248
well as to fulfil the requirement of a transition region for the shell-to-solid coupling technique [14]. The interfaces249
among plies with di↵erent fibre orientations as well as the interface between the laminate face and the core were250
characterized by cohesive-surface-based interactions. This was implemented to account for delamination between251
plies or face-core debonding developing due to impact. Finally, the complete meshing procedure was automated252
using a python-based script that controls the extent of these regions (I, II) of the local solid part and their element253
sizes.254
Figure 7: Local solid part with individual layers
A1. Global sti↵ness of parent and modified blade255
The modelling equivalency between the original DTU blade with shell elements and the modified blade with256
an embedded high-fidelity local part was validated to confirm that the global sti↵ness of the modified blade had257
the same characteristics and was not influenced by altering the parent blade. For this, an eigenfrequency analysis258
was performed on the modified blade, with the local solid part connected to its remaining shell region by the259
shell-to-solid coupling technique (Fig. 8). The blade root was fixed relative to all degrees of freedom, and a linear260
perturbation step based on the Lanczos solver was performed. The analysis was run on an HPC machine with one261
node and 20 CPUs and required 40 hours to extract the natural frequencies of the modified blade in the flapwise262
and edgewise modes.263
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A2. Local sti↵ness of leading edge section with shell and solid elements264
The local sti↵ness of the leading edge section discretised using brick elements (local solid part) was compared with265
the corresponding leading edge section of the parent DTU blade discretised using shell elements. This comparison
Figure 8: (a) Eigen frequency analysis of the modified blade with embedded local solid part (b) Enlarged view
266
was conducted to validate the model equivalency between the shell- and solid-element-based sections so that the267
impact investigation results for the leading edge based on di↵erent elements could be compared. The eigenfrequency268
analysis was performed (Fig. 9) on the leading edge shell section and the developed local solid part. Both models269
had pinned joints, and a linear perturbation step with the Lanczos solver scheme was employed to extract the270
natural frequencies.271
Figure 9: Eigen frequency analysis on the leading edge (a) Shell elements (b) Solid elements
B. VUMAT subroutine validation for progressive damage modelling of composite laminates272
The Hashin failure criterion [32] was used in this study to perform a progressive damage modelling of the273
intralayer failure modes in a composite laminate at the ply level. A VUMAT subroutine based on this criterion was274
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Figure 10: Experimental set up as reported in [24]
formulated in Fortran and implemented in Abaqus. Here, the details of the modelling technique used to validate275
this subroutine, with an experiment from the published literature, are presented. Perillo et al. [24] investigated the276
low-velocity impact response on stitch-bonded GFRP composite plates comprising thick laminates. The laminates277
were produced using the vacuum infusion process, which is commonly utilised in the wind turbine blade industry. A278
series of impact tests corresponding to di↵erent impact energy levels as per the ASTM [19] guidelines was performed.279
The experimental setup reported in [24] is shown in Fig. 10.280
Fig. 11 presents the numerical model of the test we created in Abaqus/Explicit, where the specimen with281
the stacking sequence [0/90/90/0]s and dimensions of 150 mm X 100 mm with a total thickness of 6.8 mm was282
discretised using C3D8R brick elements. The interfaces among plies with di↵erent fibre orientations were defined
Figure 11: Numerical modelling of experimental set up based on [24]
283
with cohesive-surface-based interaction behaviour, which enabled modelling the interlaminar failure mode, i.e.,284
delamination. The damage initiation was defined by quadratic stress failure criterion along with BK (Benzeggagh-285
Kenane) energy-based damage evolution law for mixed opening mode and ⌘ = 1.45 was considered. The material286
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properties utilised for the intralaminar and interlaminar composite plies are reported in Table 1. Furthermore,287
for the impact investigation, the impactor was defined as a rigid body with a reference point assigned to it. The
Table 1: Material properties for GFRP laminate (HiPer-Tex R-Glass fiber with EPIKOTE MGS 135 resin) [24]
⇢ E11 E22 = E33 ⌫12 =⌫13 ⌫23 G12 =G13 =G23
1230 kg/m3 44.87 GPa 12.13 GPa 0.3 0.5 3.38 GPa
XT XC YT =ZT YC =ZC S12=S13=S23 GIC
1006.3 MPa 487 MPa 45.95 MPa 131.90 MPa 49.51 MPa 9810 J/m2





3710 J/m2 45.95 MPa 49.51 1.45
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reference point was assigned an inertial mass of 5 kg and was given an initial impact velocity of 4.25 m/s (Vz),289
which corresponds to 45.5 J of impact energy. Furthermore, the specimen was supported on a flat rigid support,290
modelled as rigid body, which was constrained relative to all degrees of freedom. There were four supporting pins,291
also modelled as rigid body elements, which were utilised in the model to give a more accurate representation of the292
boundary condition on the specimen, as reported in the actual test [24]. The contact between the individual layers293
of plies in the specimen, impactor, support and pins was defined using a general contact scheme, with a penalty294
algorithm and a friction value equal to 0.3 being used. Finally, the model had approximately 240K C3D8R elements295
with an element size of 1 mm X 1 mm (two elements through the thickness for each ply) in the region of impact.296
Impact modelling techniques for wind turbine blade297
Three di↵erent modelling methods based on the (1) pure shell element, (2) shell-to-solid coupling, and (3)298
submodelling techniques were evaluated. For comparison, only the region of the blade corresponding to sections299
42, 43 and 44 was considered in the finite element study owing to the size of the impactor, which is significantly300
smaller compared to the overall size of the blade (Fig. 12). Also, note that in this study, the impact is considered of301
rebounding nature rather than penetrating type and this corresponds to impact scenario during blade installation,302
which is mentioned earlier as the main motivation for the study. A sensitivity study was also carried out, and the303
region chosen was far away from the location of impact to ensure no influence on the local impact response.304
The modelling methods utilised for the di↵erent techniques in the impact investigation are described here. Note305
that in this study, the Abaqus/Explicit solver is utilised, owing to the solver’s e ciency in handling highly nonlinear306
problems involving complex interactions, large rotations and large deformations.307
For (1) the pure shell-element-based approach (Fig. 12), the entire blade, including the region of impact at the308
leading edge, was discretised using 4-node thick shell (S4R) elements with reduced integration scheme. The region309
of impact had a refined mesh with an element size of 5 mm X 5 mm. The region of the blade far away from the310
impact was modelled with a coarser mesh for computational e ciency. To simulate a realistic contact between the311
impactor and the exterior surface of the blade during impact, the aerodynamic profile of the blade was considered312
as the reference surface for the shell element. The region of impact was characterized by a stacking sequence with313
a layup: [+45/-45/02/Balsa]s. Each of the plies were defined with three integration points; thus, having in total314
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27 integration points through the thickness in the region of impact. The blade was defined as being fixed, with315
its edges constrained relative to all degrees of freedom. Furthermore, a rigid body impactor with a radius of 0.1316
m and mass of 30 kg was discretised with 4-node, bilinear quadrilateral rigid (R3D4) elements and was associated317
with a reference point. The reference point was defined with an initial velocity in the X-direction (Vx) and was
Figure 12: Impact modelling of blade based on di↵erent techniques
318
further constrained relative to other degrees of freedom (Uy=Uz=0; URx=URy=URz=0). The contact between the319
impactor and the leading edge was defined by a general contact scheme in Abaqus using a penalty algorithm with320
a friction coe cient value equal to 0.3. Three cases of impact velocities representing di↵erent impact energy levels321
(Vx =2 m/s, 3 m/s, 4 m/s; KEimpact= 60 J, 135 J, 240 J) were considered. Finally, an analysis was performed on322
a supercomputer with a cluster of 2 nodes. Note that the computational resources were kept the same for all the323
modelling techniques to allow comparing the amounts of time elapsed in the analysis.324
For the (2) shell-to-solid coupling technique (Fig. 12), the high-fidelity local solid part consisting of an outer325
transition (II) and a central inner mesh (I) region, with individual layers discretised using brick elements, was326
utilised. This local solid part corresponds to the true thickness of the leading edge and was substituted in the327
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parent DTU blade in the region of impact. The transition region (II) of the local solid part was discretised using328
standard continuum hexahedral (C3D8R) solid elements having eight nodes and a size of 10 mm X 10 mm. This329
region was made flush with respect to the reference top surface of the adjacent shell region of the leading edge (III)330
by using the shell-to-solid coupling feature (Fig. 13). The inner mesh (I) was also discretised with C3D8R elements331
and had a relatively finer mesh of 5 mm X 5 mm. The region was connected to the transition region via a tie332
constraint, which enabled the two regions to act as one part despite having varying element sizes. The contact was333
defined between the impactor and all the plies of the local solid part along with cohesive surface based interaction334
defined at the interfaces of the di↵erentially oriented plies and at the face-core interface. The hard contact pressure335
overclosure behaviour along with penalty algorithm and friction coe cient of 0.3 was used under general contact336
scheme in Abaqus/Explicit. The contact sti↵ness properties of the ply interfaces and face-core interfaces were337
assumed to be similar. Boundary conditions similar to those used in the (1) shell-based modelling method were338
employed, with the blade edges being fixed and the rigid impactor being given an initial velocity in the X-direction.339
Also, to maintain a stable aspect ratio for the brick elements, the plies at the top and bottom face sheets were340
discretised with single element in the thickness direction, whereas the core was discretised with ten elements in the341
thickness direction.342
Figure 13: Illustration of shell-to-solid coupling technique utilised at the leading edge
For the (3) submodelling method, the local solid part consisting of an inner mesh region and a transition mesh343
region was used as the submodel, having precisely the same dimensions as those utilised for the (2) shell-to-solid344
coupling technique. Although the extent of the submodel region in general varies with the results based on global345
analysis, equivalent dimensions were considered for the submodel such that the computational time required in the346
analysis could be compared with that of other techniques considered in this study. Nevertheless, the boundary of the347
submodel was found far away from the locale where substantial variations of the responses occurred and thus was348
considered suitable. The submodelling analysis is based on a multi-step analysis, where the displacement boundary349
conditions are transferred from the global analysis to the submodel analysis. Thus, firstly a global analysis based350
on (1) shell-based impact modelling was performed. A significantly large amount of output frames were requested351
during the global analysis to extract the variation of the displacement field at the driving nodes of the global shell352
model. This prevents any potential aliasing e↵ects due to the transfer of boundary conditions. The displacement353
field obtained was enforced as the submodel boundary condition in submodelling analysis on the driven nodes of the354
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submodel. The time step for both the analyses were considered same. The other modelling perspectives, such as355
the boundary conditions and initial velocity assigned to the impactor, the element size and the contact definitions,356
were kept equivalent to those of the (2) shell-to-solid-coupling-based impact modelling technique.357
5. Implemented constitutive damage models358
We utilised in this study damage models which are suitable for modelling impact induced failure modes in a359
sandwich composite. These involve combinations of intralaminar damage modes (matrix cracking and fiber failure360
in individual plies), interlaminar damage modes (delamination at ply interfaces, face-core debonding) and damage361
modes associated with core (shear failure, core crushing). Note that, we consider non-perforating type of impact362
loads.363
5.1. Intralaminar damage model364
The intralaminar failure modes that develop in a composite ply due to impact were modelled in the finite element365
analysis by utilising the Hashin failure criterion [32]. This criterion is one of the most widely utilised damage models366
for predicting failure in a composite laminate owing to its capability to distinguish between di↵erent failure modes367
at the ply level while considering the interaction between di↵erent stress components. This criterion is already a368
built-in feature in Abaqus for the progressive damage modelling of unidirectional fibre composite plies; however,369
the feature is reserved for elements with plane stress formulations, e.g., shell elements [30]. For damage modelling370
based on 3D-solid elements and to enable the application of failure criteria in the (2) shell-to-solid coupling and (3)371
submodelling methods, a user material VUMAT subroutine was formulated in Fortran and implemented in Abaqus.372
Note that the failure criteria for both shell and solid elements in this study are described by the Hashin criterion;373
however, the implementation in Abaqus di↵ers for these elements. The Hashin failure criterion for elements based374
on plane stress formulations does not consider through-the-thickness transverse normal stresses and interlaminar375
shear stresses ( 33 =  13 =  23 = 0) in the equations presented below. The four distinct intralaminar failure modes,376
as described by the Hashin failure criterion, are as follows:377
































































where  11,  22, and  33 are normal stresses; ⌧12, ⌧13, and ⌧23 are shear stresses; XT and XC are the tensile382
and compressive strengths of the ply in the principal fibre direction, respectively; Y T and Y C are the tensile and383
compressive strengths of the ply in the transverse fibre direction, respectively; S12, S13 and S23 are the in-plane384
and interlaminar shear strengths; and  is the shear stress factor contributing to failure of the fibre under tensile385
stress.386
Modelling intralaminar damage modes in this study based on the above formulation was done via a progressive387
failure analysis. It was assumed that the linear elastic stress strain relations followed orthotropic damage elasticity,388
where the undamaged sti↵ness matrix in the finite element model was evaluated by the classical theory of elasticity389
[24]. The damages in the ply that developed due to impact were calculated at each integration point and at every390
time step of the simulation. In the case of an element satisfying the failure state in any distinct failure mode due391
to impact, the sti↵ness matrix of the finite element model was progressively degraded. In this case, the initial392
undamaged elastic constants were reduced linearly, along with the damage variables calculated for the fibre failure393
and the matrix tension estimated from the Hashin failure criterion presented above.394
5.2. Interlaminar damage model395
Interlaminar failure modes in a typical sandwich composite consist of delamination and debonding occurring in396
the laminate and at the face-core interfaces, respectively. They were modelled in (2) shell-to-solid coupling and (3)397
submodelling based analysis by defining the interface properties in the local solid part with cohesive zone method398
(CZM) based constitutive relations. A surface-based cohesive behaviour, along with the classical energy-based399
bi-linear traction separation law, was considered. A linear elastic traction-separation regime was considered, for400
which the initial normal and tangential sti↵ness components for the interfaces were derived from [14]. The damage401
initiation was defined by a quadratic nominal stress criterion, where the damage is initiated when the contact stress402
















where h.i is the Macaulay bracket, which is considered in the above equation to avoid any damage that may develop404
due to the compressive state of stresses. tn is the normal contact stress in pure normal mode; ts and tt are the shear405




t are the normal and shear406
strength parameters. Once the damage initiation criteria are met, an energy-based damage evolution law, which407
considers linear softening in the cohesive sti↵ness response of the interface post-damage, is implemented. The BK408
fracture criterion, which accounts for the dependency of fracture energy on the mode mix, is considered and has409
the following form:410





where Gshear = GII +GIII and GT = GI +GII +GIII . GIC , GIIC , and GIIIC are the critical energy release rates411
for a crack in the mode I, mode II and mode III opening modes. Gshear is the energy released through the shear412
modes, and GT is the total energy released. ⌘ is the cohesive property factor, which is assumed to equal 1.45. The413
material parameters utilised in this study are given in Table 2 and Table 3.414
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Table 2: Material properties of unidirectional GFRP laminate (E-Glass fiber with epoxy based resin), where ⇢ is the density, E is the
Young’s modulus, ⌫ is the Poisson’s ratio,G is the shear modulus, Gij is the Fracture energy, X, Y and S are longitudinal, transverse
and shear strength parameter respectively; 1,2 and 3 is the blade’s longitudinal, transverse direction and out of plane direction [14, 43]
⇢ E11 E22 E33 ⌫12 ⌫13 ⌫23
1900 kg/m3 41.63 GPa 14.93 GPa 13.43 GPa 0.2410 0.2675 0.33
G12 G13 G23 Gft Gfc Gmt Gmc
5.047 GPa 5.047 GPa 5.047 GPa 120000 J/m2 67000 J/m2 920 J/m2 920 J/m2
XT XC Y T Y C S12 =S13=S23
903.60 MPa 660 MPa 42 MPa 42 MPa 58.65 MPa
Table 3: Interface cohesive properties implemented in the study, where K is the interface sti↵ness, t is the maximum traction, GC is
the critical energy release rate, ⌘ is the cohesive factor for mixed mode [14]
Knn Kss Ktt tos t
o
n
3e14 N/m3 1.15e14 N/m3 1.15e14 N/m3 53 MPa 58.65 MPa
tot GIC GIIC GIIIC ⌘
58.65 MPa 200 J/m2 1000 J/m2 1000 J/m2 1.45
Table 4: Material properties of Balsa taken from [43, 44, 45, 46, 47]
⇢ E11 E22 E33 ⌫12 ⌫13 ⌫23
110 kg/m3 0.050 GPa 0.050 GPa 2.73 GPa 0.5 0.013 0.013
G12 G13 G23 SL ST
0.0167 GPa 0.150 GPa 0.150 GPa 2 MPa 2 MPa
5.3. Constitutive material model for balsa core415
An ideal constitutive material model suitable for analysing the impact response of a complex cellular material416
like balsa is a topic of ongoing research and is continuously evolving [28, 44]. This model requires consideration of417
factors such as anisotropicity, compressibility, softening, densification and strain rate dependency. Most importantly,418
during impact, the out-of-plane shear stress (⌧13, ⌧23) distribution of the core significantly influences the response419
of the sandwich structure and is thus must be considered in the analysis. Plane stress elements do not consider420
the variation of transverse shear stresses in their formulations; however, for the thick shell elements in Abaqus,421
these out-of-plane shear stresses can be estimated at section integration points using shear correction factors and422
are obtained as post-processing output variables (TSH13, TSHR23). These can then be compared with the critical423
shear stress in the core to predict core shear failure. Haselbach et al. [48] utilised this approach while investigating424
the shear failure in a core due to buckling in addition to utilising plane stress formulations. The present paper425
considers this formulation for balsa for impact modelling based on (1) pure shell elements. On the other hand,426
for three-dimensional solid elements, Weijmar et al. [45] and Deshpande et al. [49] considered a crushable foam427
plasticity model to analyse the impact responses in the core. The densification zone of the balsa post-plasticity was428
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incorporated, and balsa was considered as transversely isotropic, which is a sound and practical assumption [28]. In429
addition, the results were compared with those of the experiments, demonstrating a good correlation. The present430
paper therefore utilises crushable foam plasticity with an isotropic hardening model [30] to analyse failure in the431
balsa based on the (2) shell-to-solid coupling and (3) submodelling techniques. The formulation of this model is432
based on an elliptical yield surface [30] centred at the origin in the meridional stress ( p    q) plane, which evolves433




where  p and  q are the pressure and von Mises stresses, respectively, and ⌫ and Z are the shape factor of the yield435












Here, k is defined as the yield stress ratio, i.e., the ratio between the initial yield stress of the material under uniaxial438
compression and that under the corresponding hydrostatic compression, and  c is the absolute value of the yield439
stress under uniaxial compression. In this study, the parameter k was taken as 1. Furthermore, the data points440
corresponding to true stress-logarithmic strain for balsa and the corresponding material strength parameter were441
derived from [44, 46, 47] and are reported in Table 4.442
6. Results and discussion443
The results confirming the modelling equivalency between the original and modified blade (A1, A2), and the444
validation for the implemented VUMAT subroutine based on Hashin failure criterion (B1) are presented first. Then445
the results for impact investigation on a wind turbine blade based on (1) pure shell (b) shell-to-solid coupling, and446
(3) submodelling method are presented and compared.447
A1. Comparison of global sti↵ness between parent and modified blade448
To illustrate the modelling equivalency between the modified blade (with a high-fidelity local solid part at449
its leading edge) and the original DTU blade (completely based on shell elements), their eigenfrequencies and450
corresponding eigenmodes are compared. These metrics present a significantly strong match between both blades,451
as shown in Fig. 14, where the eigenfrequencies and fringe plots for their corresponding first and second flapwise452
and edgewise modes are presented. Fig. 15 further summarizes the eigenfrequencies of the blades in eight major453
eigen modes, indicating a sound coherence between the global sti↵ness characteristics of the parent DTU blade and454
those of the modified blade.455
A2. Comparison of the local sti↵ness between the leading edge section modelled with shell elements and that modelled456
with solid elements457
The high-fidelity local solid part developed for the leading edge in the region of impact corresponds to only458
3.2% of the entire blade length and corresponds to less than 1% of the total blade mass. The global eigenfrequency459
analysis presented above is not enough to validate the local sti↵ness and model equivalence for the leading edge460
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Figure 14: Comparison of global sti↵ness between modified and parent blade























Figure 15: Comparison of global eigen frequencies between modified and parent blade
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Figure 16: Comparison of local eigen frequencies for local solid part with solid and shell elements
discretised with di↵erent element types. Therefore, the eigenfrequency analysis is also conducted to compare between461
the leading edge section modelled with shell elements and that modelled with solid elements. These metrics also462
indicate a strong match, as shown in Fig. 16, where the eigenfrequencies and fringe plots for the corresponding463
first and second modes are presented. This confirms that the sti↵ness of the undamaged leading edge section is464
equivalent for di↵erent element types and thus that their impact responses can be compared.465










































(Perillo et al. 2015)
Numerical
(b)
Figure 17: Experiment and numerical curve (a) Contact force history comparison (b) Energy history comparison
B1. Validation of the implemented VUMAT subroutine466
A user material VUMAT subroutine based on the Hashin failure criterion and compatible with solid brick467
elements is implemented in Abaqus/Explicit to progressively model the intraply damage modes in the laminate468
face sheets. To validate the accuracy of the subroutine, an experiment from the literature is taken, for which the469
impact modelling procedure with stacking sequence [0/90/90/0]s was discussed in section 4. Fig. 17(a) shows the470
comparison between the numerical and experimental contact force history curves (from [23]) for a case where an471








(a) Left : Numerical study Right : Experiment work [24]
(b)
Figure 18: (a) Overall delamination shape and area comparison from numerical study and experiment from [24] (b) Delamination
obtained at individual ply interfaces
the numerical contact force history presented here is filtered by separating the signal from its high-frequency473
components, which corresponds to non-physical numerical oscillations. From Fig. 17(a), good accordance between474
the contact force curves, including a satisfactory estimation of the threshold value (P) and the maximum value475
(Q) of the contact force, is seen; however, the numerical analysis predicts a slightly longer contact duration (R)476
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compared with that observed in the experiment. This outcome generally results from the additional time taken477
during the numerical procedure to release the contact between the impactor and the specimen compared with that in478
the experiment. Nevertheless, in general, the contact force history curves obtained numerically show an acceptable479
agreement with the experiment. A similar trend, showing concurrence in the estimated normalized absorbed energy480
history curves of the numerical and experimental results, can also be seen in Fig. 17(b). These results confirm that481
the numerical model with the implemented subroutine o↵ers good concordance in assessing the impact responses.482
Furthermore, the damages obtained from the numerical analysis and experimental study of [24] can also be483
compared, as shown in Fig. 18(a), where the delamination area in the laminate due to impact is presented. Note484
that the back-light technique was performed in the experiment (on the right side of Fig. 18(a)) to scan for damage485
that developed in the laminate due to impact. Thus, the overall delamination area is categorised at the laminate486
level and not at the individual ply interfaces. As a result, for comparison, Fig. 18(a) presents an envelope view487
of the superimposed delamination shapes from the numerical analysis, clearly showing a good comparison with488
the experiment (see portions marked with 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 18(a)). Moreover, classical peanut shapes of the489
delamination were well captured in the numerical analysis. Fig. 18(b) presents the delamination shapes at the490
individual ply interfaces of the laminate. Clearly, the peanut shapes describing the delamination region are well491
represented and aligned in the direction of the fibre orientations. All in all, the implemented subroutine is found492
to estimate good results in accordance with those of the experiment, both in terms of impact response and damage493
evaluation, and thus is further utilised to study the wind turbine blade.494
C. Impact investigation of wind turbine blade495
The results for impact investigation on a wind turbine blade for a case where an impactor hits the leading edge are496
discussed here. Three distinct velocities of impact: 2 m/s, 3 m/s and 4 m/s and impact modelling techniques based497
on (1) pure shell, (2) shell-to-solid coupling, and (3) submodelling are considered. Note that the first part of the498
discussion is the comparison of impact responses in the blade describing contact forces, energies and displacement’s499
histories obtained for each of the modelling techniques. A brief description of the validity of the numerical results500
based on mesh convergence study and examination of energy output histories are also made. Finally, the results501
for damage evaluation in the blade along with the overall computational analysis time involved for each modelling502
technique are compared.503
Validation of numerical results: Mesh convergence study and examination of energy output history504
To obtain numerically consistent and reliable results that are independent of mesh size e↵ects, mesh convergence505
analyses are performed on the numerical models of the blade utilised in di↵erent modelling techniques. Di↵erent506
element sizes in the region of impact with dimensions varying as follows: 50 mm, 30 mm, 15 mm, 10 mm, 7.5 mm,507
5 mm and 2.5 mm, are considered for the S4R elements utilised in the (1) shell-element-based technique and for the508
C3D8R elements utilised in the (2) shell-to-solid coupling and (3) submodelling techniques. The maximum contact509
force is chosen as the controlling parameter. Fig. 19(a) presents the mesh sensitivity results for a case where an510
impactor hits the leading edge with an impact velocity of 4 m/s. It can clearly be seen that the S4R shell element511
with a size of 10 mm used in the shell-based modelling technique gives consistent results for the contact forces,512
whereas C3D8R brick elements with a size of 5 mm used in the shell-to-solid coupling and submodelling techniques513
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give coherent results. In our study, however, a consistent element size of 5 mm for the shell as well as solid elements514
in the contact region for di↵erent techniques are chosen since one of the conditions is to compare the computational515
e ciencies. This ensures that the computational gain in the analysis time is not due to the presence of coarser516
meshes in the models but due to the kinematics of the di↵erent techniques utilised for impact investigation. Note517
that the di↵erent techniques, especially the shell-based approach, predict varying maximum contact forces, as seen518
in Fig. 19(a). This will be discussed in more detail in the subsequent discussions, where the impact responses are519
compared.
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Figure 19: (a) Mesh convergence study (Vx = 4 m/s); Energy evolution history comparison between (b) pure shell (c) shell-to-solid
coupling (d) submodelling technique for Vx = 4 m/s
520
Following the mesh convergence study, the energy output histories obtained from impact analyses of the blade521
using each of the modelling techniques are examined. This process is carried out to validate the numerical model’s522
suitability as a result of applying the explicit-algorithm-based finite element solver in the study, which is condi-523
tionally stable. Figs. 19(b)-(d) present the evolutions of di↵erent energies for the (1) pure shell, (2) shell-to-solid524
coupling, and (3) submodelling techniques, respectively, for the case where an impactor hits the leading edge of the525
blade with an impact velocity of 4 m/s. Clearly, for all the modelling techniques, the total energy (ETOTAL) in the526
simulation remains constant (240 J); moreover, at any time step of the simulation, ETOTAL corresponds to the sum527
of the internal energy (ALLIE) and kinetic energy (ALLKE). This confirms the theory of energy conservation in the528
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numerical model. Furthermore, the internal energy (ALLIE) that develops in the blade due to impact overlaps with529
the elastic recoverable strain energy (ALLSE) during the initial phase of contact; however, after the development530
of damage energy (ALLDMD), the di↵erence between the ALLIE and ALLSE is explicit. This indicates that some531
of the internal energy that develops in the blade is dissipated as damage in the form of failure modes. Moreover,532
the artificial strain energy (ALLAE), which is used in the numerical analysis to prevent any hourglass e↵ects, is533
found to be less than 1% of the total energy for all the modelling techniques. Overall, the results confirm that the534
numerical model gives stable solutions.535
Figure 20: Displacement field equivalency between global model and submodel (Vx = 4 m/s)
Displacement field equivalency between global model and submodel536
The (3) submodelling technique utilised in this study is based on a multistep analysis. The temporal displacement537
fields obtained based on calculation from shell elements (i.e. global analyis) are transferred as a boundary condition538
on the boundaries of the high-fidelity local submodel. Therefore, one of the most important items to check is539
whether these displacement fields are correctly mapped onto the driven nodes of the submodel and satisfy the540
displacement field equivalency requirements. Fig. 20 presents the appended contour plot for the displacement field541
on the overlapped global and local submodels where the impactor hits the leading-edge with Vx = 4 m/s. Strong542
accordance can be observed in the figure in which these displacement fields are accurately mapped. This can be543
further confirmed from Fig. 20(a) and 20(b), where the displacement fields captured in the global model and544
local submodel are separately illustrated for lucidity. The presented results a rm that the displacement boundary545
conditions are consistently transferred from the global analysis and that the submodelling technique gives stable546
results during impact investigations.547
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C1. Impact response study: Comparison between di↵erent techniques548
The contact forces, out-of-plane displacement-time histories and energies obtained by the di↵erent modelling549
techniques during the impact investigation of a wind turbine blade for the case where the impactor hits its leading550
edge are compared. The results are discussed for all three impact velocities, i.e., 2 m/s, 3 m/s and 4 m/s, which551
correspond to impact energies of 60 J, 135 J and 240 J, respectively.552








































































Figure 21: Contact force history comparison between modelling techniques for Vx = (a) 4 m/s (b) 3 m/s (c) 2 m/s (X: initiation of
contact, Y: maximum deflection and impactor starts to rebound, Z: contact ends)
Figs. 21(a)-(c) present the contact-force history comparison for impact modelling based on the (1) pure shell,553
(2) shell-to-solid coupling, and (3) submodelling techniques for a case where an impactor hits the leading edge at554
impact speeds of 4 m/s, 3 m/s and 2 m/s, respectively. It can clearly be seen from all the curves that the (1)555
shell-based model estimates a larger contact force (denoted by ‘Y ’ in Figs. 21(a), (b) and (c)) and a relatively556
shorter contact duration (‘Z’ ) compared to those of the other two global-local techniques (Y’,Z’ ). On the other557
hand, the (2) shell-to-solid coupling and (3) submodelling techniques predict quite similar results for the contact558
force evolution and contact duration. This di↵erence in impact response prediction for di↵erent element types is559
attributed to the di↵erent kinematics of the failure mode predictions for shell and solid elements, with the former560
behaving more sti✏y compared to the solid elements and overestimating the impact responses.561
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Figure 22: Displacement history comparison for impactor between modelling techniques for Vx = (a) 4 m/s (b) 3m/s (c) 2m/s (d)
Comparison for displacement predicted on the outer layer of the core by global-local methods (X: initiation of contact, Y: maximum
deflection and impactor starts to rebound, Z: contact ends)
Figs. 22(a)-(c) present the comparison between displacement-time histories of the impactor predicted by di↵erent562
modelling techniques for impact velocities of 4 m/s, 3 m/s and 2 m/s, respectively. From the figures, it can be563
rea rmed that the (1) shell-element-based modelling approach presents a sti↵er response and thus allows less564
displacement of the impactor (Y) compared to other techniques; on the other hand, the (2) shell-to-solid coupling565
and (3) submodelling techniques based on solid elements present more compliant responses to the impactor and566
predict almost similar impact response results. The large displacements of the impactor calculated by the (2) shell-567
to-solid coupling and (3) submodelling techniques are attributed to the detailed failure modes, e.g., crushing and568
plastic deformation of the core, being correctly modelled using solid elements. Fig. 22(d) presents the displacement569
history of a node defined on the top layer of the core modelled with solid elements during impact, clearly showing570
the extent of permanent deformation of the core. A detailed comparison of the damage modes modelled by all three571
techniques will be discussed in the next section. Also, the displacement curves predicted by the di↵erent techniques572
initially overlap each other (Figs. 22(a)-(c)), which confirms that the shell and solid elements exhibit equivalency573
in sti↵ness during the early stages of impact before the development of damage.574
Fig. 23 shows the comparison between recoverable elastic strain energy (ALLSE) and permanently absorbed575
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energy levels (sum of ALLPD and ALLDMD) predicted by the di↵erent techniques for three di↵erent impact veloc-576
ities: 2 m/s, 3 m/s and 4 m/s. For all the impact velocities, the (1) shell-based modelling technique underpredicts577
the permanently absorbed energy in the numerical model compared to the (2) shell-to-solid coupling and (3) sub-578
modelling techniques. Again, this is attributed to the failure mode prediction capabilities of solid elements over579
shell elements, where detailed failure modes such as delamination and plastic deformations are captured. Note that580
for all the cases, the ratio of permanently absorbed energy (sum of ALLPD and ALLDMD) to elastic strain energy581
(ALLSE) ranges between 2% - 30% of the total internal energy that develops in the blade due to impact. This582
implies that most of the energy due to impact is absorbed as elastic energy, with less energy dissipated in the form583
of damage or inelastic deformation. This result rea rms the requirement for considering the flexibility of the entire584
composite structure during impact analysis.585
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Figure 23: Comparison of permanently absorbed and elastic strain energy modelled with di↵erent techniques
C1. Damage evaluation study: Comparison between di↵erent techniques586
The results of the damage evaluation of the blade for the case where an impactor hits its leading edge with an587
impact velocity of 4 m/s and those predicted by the di↵erent modelling techniques are discussed and compared588
here. Note that the leading edge is a sandwich section with two di↵erent materials; thus the failure modes predicted589
for the top and bottom laminate face sheets are described. Finally, the damages predicted exclusively for the core590
are presented.591
Figs. 24, 25 and 26 present the intralaminar failure modes developed in the GFRP laminate face sheets predicted592
by the (1) pure shell, (2) shell-to-solid coupling, and (3) submodelling techniques, respectively. For the (1) pure-593
shell-element-based approach, the post-impact final damage state of the middle-most section for each ply (except594
for Ply-5, which corresponds to the core), predicted based on the Hashin 2D failure criterion, is presented in Fig.595
24. Clearly, this modelling method predicts failure in all the plies through the thickness; most of the plies in the596
laminate closer to the impact surface fail by matrix compression (DAMAGEMC), whereas the plies away from597
the impactor on the other side of the core fail by matrix tensile failure modes (DAMAGEMT). Note that these598
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Figure 24: Intralaminar failure modes predicted based on (1) pure shell based method for Vx=4 m/s
mostly correspond to the flexural type of failure modes that develops in the leading edge section due to transverse599
impact. Again, the shear damage (DAMAGESHR) predicted by the Hashin 2D failure criterion, which considers the600
interaction between all failure modes, predicts the failure in all the plies through the thickness. However, despite601
all the plies failing in matrix-dominated failure modes, there is no element deletion in the finite element model602
owing to the formulation of shell elements, where the elements are deleted only if all the section integration points603
in an element through the thickness satisfy the failure criteria. Since no fibre failure modes were obtained for the604
plies, the elements were consequently not deleted. This implies that the (1) pure-shell-based method cannot capture605
any impact-induced surface eroding e↵ects in a blade. This failure mode is important to model from the leading606
edge perspective, as this could hinder the smooth flow of wind through the aerodynamic profile, thus a↵ecting the607
aerodynamic performance of the blade. Furthermore, there were no indentations in the laminate face sheets due608
to impact based on the (1) pure-shell-based modelling technique. Thus, any failure mode in the top plies due to609
impact-induced local deformations were not predicted. This is an important failure mode found in a sandwich610
section, where the top face sheet su↵ers from matrix fracture and local indentation due to local contact forces. This611
limitation of the shell-based method is important, as three-dimensional stresses are not considered while examining612
damage responses. Furthermore, delamination in the laminate face sheets, which is one of the most critical failure613
modes due to impact, was not modelled and predicted using this approach.614
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Figure 25: Intralaminar failure modes predicted based on (2) shell-to-solid coupling method for Vx=4 m/s
In contrast, the (2) shell-to-solid coupling and (3) submodelling methods clearly capture the localized deforma-615
tions in the top face sheets and corresponding associated matrix cracking failure modes and local indentation, as616
can be seen through a section cut (BB’) in Figs. 25 and 26. In addition, the failure modes in the plies based on617
flexural e↵ects are also well predicted, with the top plies failing under matrix compression (SDV2) and the plies618
at the bottom face sheet failing under matrix tensile failure modes (SDV1). The (2) shell-to-solid coupling and619
(3) submodelling methods also predict delaminations at the ply interfaces, which are mostly concentrated in the620
top face sheets; however, a few plies below the core also exhibit delamination (delamination footprints presented621
in red in Fig. 28). Furthermore, the implemented VUMAT subroutine was defined with a variable ‘STATUS’,622
which enables the solid elements to be deleted even if any of the failure modes in the plies are predicted. Overall,623
it looks like the global-local methods, i.e., the (2) shell-to-solid coupling and (3) submodelling methods based on624
solid elements, predict comprehensively almost all the failure modes in the laminate face sheets compared to the (1)625
shell-based method. Moreover, these predictions based on the global-local methods are quite similar to each other.626
In addition to the failure modes discussed for the laminate face sheets, there are at least three other failure627
modes in a sandwich section due to the presence of the core. These are as follows: core shear failure, core crushing628
and face-core debonding. Note that this discussion is restricted to non-perforated damage in the sandwich structure.629
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Figure 26: Intralaminar failure modes predicted based on (3) submodelling method for Vx=4 m/s
The transverse core shear failure in a sandwich section is predicted when the transverse shear stresses (⌧13, ⌧23)630
in the core exceed their critical transverse shear strength values. The variation of these stresses (⌧13, ⌧23) in the631
(1) shell-element-based approach are not considered in the element formulation explicitly but are post-processed at





















Figure 27: Comparison of maximum transverse shear stresses predicted in the core based on di↵erent techniques
632
32
suitable section points as output variables denoted by TSHR13 and TSHR23, respectively. This is implemented for633
thick shell elements in Abaqus (S4R elements utilised in this study), where the stresses are evaluated by mapping634
the elastic strain energy corresponding to the shear deformation of the shell section with a parabolic variation of the635
shear stresses together with the correction factors [30, 48]. On the other hand, the (2) shell-to-solid coupling and (3)636
submodelling techniques, which are based on solid elements, consider these stresses explicitly in their formulation637
and give more reliable predictions of the transverse shear stresses in the core. Fig. 27 presents the impact-induced638
maximum transverse shear stresses predicted in the core (⌧13, ⌧23) by the (1) pure shell, (2) shell-to-solid coupling,639
and (3) submodelling techniques. It can be seen that the maximum transverse shear stresses predicted by all the640
methods are less than the transverse shear strength value of the core (2 MPa). This observation suggests that the641
shear failure in the core was not predicted by any of the methods. Nevertheless, the shell elements still underpredict642
these critical stresses compared to solid elements. Furthermore, the (1) pure-shell-element-based method does not643
consider out-of-plane transverse normal stresses and thus cannot capture core crushing e↵ects causing permanent644
deformation in the core. On the other hand, these were clearly well predicted using the (2) shell-to-solid coupling
Figure 28: Failure modes modelled at the leading edge using global-local methods (viewed at BB’ plane of cut)
645
and (3) submodelling techniques, as can be seen in Figs. 25 and 26, respectively, where a cross-sectional view in the646
BB’ plane of a cut is shown. These are also explicitly shown in Fig. 28, where the cut BB’ in the region of impact647
is enlarged. It is also worth mentioning that the face-core debonding was also captured at the interface of the face648
and bottom core by the global-local modelling methods based on solid elements, whereas shell elements could not649
capture it. Finally, Fig. 28 illustrates important failure modes predicted in the leading edge (here, the sandwich650
section) by the global-local methods, i.e., the (2) shell-to-solid coupling and (3) submodelling techniques.651
Summary of modelling capabilities of di↵erent techniques652
Table 5 summarizes the capabilities of the modelling techniques in predicting di↵erent failure modes for the653
case where an impactor hits the leading edge (here, a sandwich section). The shell-based modelling technique can654
only capture face sheet damage related to the flexural failure modes as well as predict core shear failure. Note that655
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the core shear failure is not modelled explicitly but is predicted based on output variables TSHR13 and TSHR23656
implemented for a thick shell; however, it underpredicts these stresses, and the accuracy is limited. Other failure657
modes such as the local surface indentation, face sheet damage due to local deformations, delamination, surface658
eroding, core crushing and face core debonding were not modelled by the (1) pure-shell-based approach. On the659
other hand, the (2) shell-to-solid coupling and (3) submodelling methods, which utilise solid elements in the local660
region, were capable of explicitly modelling all the major failure modes, with their results being similar.661
Table 5: Modelling capabilities of di↵erent techniques
S.No Damage modes Pure shell Shell-to-solid coupling Submodelling
1 Local indentation N Y Y
2 Face sheet damage Ya Y Y
3 Delamination N Y Y
4 Eroding of surface N Y Y
5 Core crushing N Y Y
6 Core shear failure Yb Yb Yb
7 Debonding N Y Y
a- only flexural-type failure mode; b- not modelled but predicted ; (Y:Yes, N: No)
Comparison of computational analysis durations for di↵erent techniques662
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2 nodes (32 cores) @ 2.65 GHz
Figure 29: Comparison of computational analysis time based on di↵erent techniques
The overall computational analysis durations of the (1) pure shell, (2) shell-to-solid coupling, and (3) sub-663
modelling techniques for di↵erent cases of impact velocities are compared. The analyses were run on an high664
performance computing (HPC) machine with a cluster of two nodes and a total of 32 cores, with a processor speed665
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of 2.65 GHz. Fig. 29 clearly shows that the (1) shell-based modelling technique is the cheapest analysis among666
the three modelling techniques. Nevertheless, the technique is limited in accuracy for impact investigation, as it667
could not capture important failure modes in the blade. On the other hand, the global-local methods, i.e., the (2)668
shell-to-solid coupling and (3) submodelling techniques, capture similar impact responses and damage evolution in669
the blade. However, the (2) shell-to-solid coupling technique requires almost twice the computational time needed670
for the (3) submodelling technique; the longer time taken by the (2) shell-to-solid coupling technique is attributed671
to the highly stable time increment required for the elements in the region of shell-to-solid coupling between the672
shell and transition regions of the local model. Note that the (3) submodelling technique is based on a multistep673
analysis and thus that the results presented here include the total time for global analysis based on shell elements674
together with the time required to carry out the local submodel analysis. Overall, the (3) submodelling-based675
impact modelling technique is found to be the most e cient analysis for the case considered in our study.676
7. Conclusions677
The present study evaluated di↵erent numerical modelling techniques for the impact investigation of a wind678
turbine blade for a case where an impactor hits the leading edge. The importance of the numerical analysis679
considering the full-scale length of the structure was emphasized. It was mentioned that a realistic composite680
structure such as a wind turbine blade, compared to its coupon-scale representation, has large flexibility with681
complex boundary conditions; thus, the entire elastic response, inertia and realistic boundary conditions need682
to included in the finite element model to correctly model the impact dynamics. The primary objective of the683
paper was to study modelling technique alternatives to a completely brick-element-based formulation of the entire684
structure, which is not attractive to industry owing to the high computational cost involved. Therefore, three685
existing techniques in Abaqus, i.e., the (1) pure shell technique and global-local methods based on (2) shell-to-solid686
coupling, and (3) submodelling, were compared.687
The DTU 10 MW blade based on shell elements was chosen as the reference blade in this study, for which the high-688
fidelity local solid part of the leading edge in the region of impact was developed in the first part of the paper. The689
goal was to use this as the ‘local’ solid finite element model in the global-local methods. The sti↵ness characteristics690
of the modified blade were compared with the baseline to validate the modelling equivalency, revealing a strong691
match at both the global and local sectional levels. Also, a user material VUMAT subroutine was implemented in692
Abaqus for modelling intralaminar failure modes in the composite laminates, for which the accuracy and validity of693
the subroutine were compared with those observed in an experiment from the published literature. The subroutine694
predicted good results for impact responses and damage evaluation and was utilised further for impact investigation695
of the blade. The main findings of the impact investigation of a wind turbine blade based on di↵erent modelling696
techniques are as follows:697
1. For the comparison of the impact responses predicted by the di↵erent techniques, it is found that the (1) pure-698
shell-based modelling technique exhibits a sti↵er response to the impact and predicts a higher maximum contact699
force and smaller contact duration. It further underestimates the out-of-plane displacement of the impactor as well700
as permanently absorbed energy levels developed in the blade due to impact. The (2) shell-to-solid coupling and701
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(3) submodelling methods, on the other hand, provide almost similar results for the contact forces, displacements,702
and energies and present a softer response, owing to its capability to predict detailed failure modes.703
2. The energy results for the di↵erent modelling techniques rea rm the understanding that a composite struc-704
ture, owing to its large flexibility, absorbs a large part of the impact energy in the form of elastic strain energy,705
with only 2% - 30% of the energy dissipated as permanently absorbed energy in the form of damages and inelastic706
deformations.707
3. For the comparison of the impact-induced-damage evaluations of the leading edge based on di↵erent tech-708
niques, it is found that the (1) pure-shell-based method’s ability to predict failure modes due to impact on the709
blade at its leading edge (here, for a sandwich section) is limited. The method predicts the flexural failure mode in710
the laminate face sheet upon impact; however, the damage due to local deformations is not captured. Furthermore,711
surface indentations, impact-induced surface eroding e↵ects, delamination, and failure modes such as core crushing712
and debonding are not modelled and predicted when using the shell-element-based approach. In contrast, the (2)713
shell-to-solid coupling and (3) submodelling methods are able to model and predict all major impact-induced failure714
modes, with the results being similar to each other.715
4. The (3) submodelling method is the most e cient analysis technique, providing sound impact response and716
damage evaluation results much closer to those predicted by the (2) shell-to-solid coupling method but with half717
the computational expense. The shell-based modelling technique is by far the cheapest analysis among all the three718
techniques, although its accuracy for impact investigation is limited.719
8. Limitations and future work720
The present study is limited to a case where an impactor hits the leading edge of a fixed wind turbine blade. In721
the future, similar studies need to be conducted to compare modelling techniques in a situation where a blade with722
an initial velocity impacts a structure. Such a scenario is more realistic during o↵shore installations, where due to723
large motions, impact loads are anticipated in the lifted blade.724
Further, other critical region in the wind turbine blade for example, trailing edges, and blade tip needs to be725
investigated, where the e↵ect of delamination crack will have significant e↵ect on the blade’s structural integrity.726
Additionally, the damage modes modelled in the sandwich section in this study closely resembles those of previous727
studies. However, an experimental study will be needed to closely validate the models. Note that the leading728
edge considered in the study has a sandwich section which resembles the composition of an integrated blade with729
no adhesive connections. A generic blade consisting of adhesive joints at the leading edge should be addressed to730
understand the damage evaluation for such material combinations.731
Also, from the finite element method perspective, in the current work, two most common global-local methods-732
(2) shell-to-solid coupling and (3) submodelling methods- were utilised to compare impact analysis of a wind turbine733
blade. These methods are widely applied in the industry and are made available in commercial FEM codes like734
Abaqus and Ansys [50]. However, it is to be noted that there exist other coupling or bridging techniques in the735
literature, such as Arlequin method [51], bridging domain method [52], and the s-version method [53] to name a736
few. These methods have shown to have a wide application and merits in terms of global-local techniques [54],737
where the analysts can have immense freedom to choose the scale of investigations [55]. Therefore, it would be738
36
interesting to implement and compare these methods with the ones used in this study for impact investigation on739
a wind turbine blade. Further, it is worth mentioning that new finite element techniques and new codes from the740
existing finite element model must be developed in the future to solve these impact problems at hand.741
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